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Abstract

Article Information

The use of laser scanners and other three-dimensional (3D) technologies to document and analyze bloodstains has been the subject of previous papers, especially where area of origin analysis is concerned. Both
HemoSpat and FARO Scene are commonly found in literature where they have been used to provide area
of origin analysis for impact stains. The data for this study was collected and analyzed using FARO Zone
3D Software on Wednesday, March 7th, 2018 at the annual Association for Crime Scene Reconstruction
(ACSR) conference in Tacoma, Washington, USA. In all, 14 participants analyzed a single bloodstain impact
pattern and the accuracy and inter-observer errors were obtained. Overall, it was shown that the average error
for all participants was approximately 5.7 cm from the known position. The maximum absolute errors for the
x, y, and z axes were 1.1 cm, 3.3 cm, and 4.5 cm, respectively. The standard deviation between examiners was
2.5 cm, 2.1 cm, and 3.1 cm for the x, y, and z axes, respectively.
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Introduction

FARO Zone 3D (FZ3D) developed by FARO
Technologies Inc., is a relatively new software
package which includes bloodstain tools to
analyze impact patterns. Area of origin analysis
represents one of the areas in Bloodstain
Pattern Analysis (BPA) where physical
measurements of bloodstains are taken and
extrapolated into their backtracked trajectories.
When using virtual methods, the closest point
of intersection in 3D is calculated which can
then be interpreted by the analyst as to the area
of origin for the bloodstains. In 2017, a new
software package was released from FARO
which provides the ability to do an area of origin
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analysis. The method utilizes laser scan data for
placing bloodstain images on a 3D surface. The
software allows for other combinations and
workflows, but the laser scanner method was
the subject of this study.
BackTrack, HemoSpat, and FARO Scene
are the three software packages that have
previously been studied in the scientific
community. Both software packages have been
independently tested, compared and validated
with peer reviewed, published papers [1-5]. All
three programs have been shown to provide
acceptable and repeatable results.
The purpose of this study was to do a
1
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preliminary validation of the FZ3D bloodstain
tools with a group of 14 participants who
were present at the Association for Crime
Scene Reconstruction conference in Tacoma,
Washington on March 7, 2018.
The participants in this study had either
crime scene investigation experience or a
forensic science background with varying
degrees of expertise in BPA ranging from basic
BPA training to over 20 years of experience
analyzing crime scenes. However, none of the
participants were familiar with bloodstain
analysis tools utilizing FZ3D. Participants were
given a brief introduction to the foundational
concepts of BPA and software workflow.
This included a demonstration of a suggested
method of marking bloodstain ellipses and a
proper workflow of bloodstain documentation
using a laser scanner and a digital camera.
Since this exercise was limited to 4 hours for
the entire group, participants did not have the
opportunity to go back and adjust or repeat
their analysis which should be included in
future studies.

droplet trajectory and subsequent area of origin
calculation.

Method

Two sections of drywall (60 cm × 60 cm) were
cut and placed adjacent to each other at an angle
of approximately 118°. This was done to provide
a more complex scenario when compared to
using a single, flat wall or two surfaces at 90° to
one another. A small bloodstain impact rig was
utilized to create the impact stains (Figure 1).
The impact rig utilized a swinging arm which,
when pulled back from its resting position, was
under increased spring tension.

Acceptable Accuracy

Currently, there are no standards in the
BPA community which provide an accepted
maximum tolerance or standard deviation for
an area of origin analysis to a known position.
This study used a maximum 20 cm limit as
recommended by Carter et al. This limit is
similar to other peer-reviewed publications [57]. The intent of an area of origin analysis allows
for the approximate position of an impact to
be calculated and many alternate scenarios
to be eliminated. This method is not used to
explain the precise location and mechanism
of occurrence since the use of straight line
trajectories has some inherent errors. One
of these inherent errors is the omission of
gravitational effects on blood droplets as they
travel through the air. This simplification is
often exemplified in the calculated result as
a bias in the z axis, which is higher than the
known position. Attempts are currently being
made in the BPA community to show that
with additional information about the blood
droplets, it is theoretically possible to take the
effect of gravity into account. However, this
is very difficult to do in practice. Currently,
there is no commercially available software
package that takes gravity into account for the
www.acsr.org
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Figure 1: Bloodstain Impact Rig. The center of the
checkered target on the base of the impact rig
represents the geometric center of contact between
the wooden dowel and the base of the impact rig.

When released, the small dowel near the
front of the rig impacted the surface where
blood was placed and blood was projected
towards the drywall panels.
The impact location was marked with a
checkered target and it was possible to secure
the impact rig in place with blue painter’s tape
such that it would not move significantly after
the impact was created. The impact location
from the drywall panels was arbitrarily chosen
so that it was approximately in the middle of
both drywall sections and roughly 30 cm away
from either surface (Figure 2).
It should be noted that this test utilized a
blood substitute (Impact Scientific Inc.) and
not actual human blood. This was done for
convenience and safety reasons.
Roughly 5 ml of blood substitute was placed
over the checkered target on the base such that
J Assoc Crime Scene Reconstr. 2018:22

nature of the Balthazard formula which is more
sensitive to errors at impact angles closer to 90°
to the surface. The Balthazard formula provides
the relationship between the impact angle and
the size of the elliptical stain.

Figure 2: Image showing the panels separated at
118° and the location of the impact rig on the ground.

it would pool over the impact area and provide
a significant amount of impact spatter. Once
prepared, the impact arm was released, and the
impact stain was created on the drywall panels.
Immediately after the impact, the impact arm
was pulled back and the blood substitute was
cleaned to show the checkered target located
at the center of the impact location. This was
done carefully as to not move the impact rig
location and so that the exposed checkered
target position could be captured with the laser
scanner.
The general process for using the laser
scanner and FZ3D software was as follows:
1. Inspect bloodstains and place markers
around clusters of stains
2. Photograph clusters of stains with
markers
3. Laser scan the impact area, especially
the clusters of stains with markers
4. Import laser scan data in FZ3D
5. Begin process of import and alignment
of photographs
6. Mark individual bloodstain ellipses on
photographs
7. Area of origin and errors calculated
automatically

Inspection and Placement of
Markers

The analysis began by inspecting the bloodstains
and choosing which ones were most suitable
for the area of origin analysis. It is generally
accepted in the BPA community that using
more elliptical stains provides a better estimate
of the impact angle [8]. This has to do with the
J Assoc Crime Scene Reconstr. 2018:22

Where θ is the impact angle, w is the width,
and l is the length of the elliptical stain. This
equation can be rewritten to isolate for the
impact angle θ,
(1)
As an example using Eq. 1, a bloodstain having
a width of 8 mm and a length of 16 mm would
have the following angle:

The effect of this relationship is that at
very low angles of impact (i.e. highly elliptical
stains), a small marking error in the major axis
of the ellipse has an even smaller contribution
to the errors on the calculated impact angle. The
inverse is also true. For impact angles which
are closer to perpendicular, a small marking
error in the shape of the ellipse has a greater
contribution to errors on the calculated impact
angle. Thus, more elliptical stains should be
chosen when possible.

Photographing Bloodstains

Part of the process in the FZ3D software is to
import photographs taken of the bloodstains.
These photographs may be of groups of
bloodstains which are referred to as “clusters”
(Figure 3). Clusters are advantageous since
multiple stains appear on the same photograph,
which minimizes the number of pictures to be
aligned in the overall workflow. Thus, it is not
necessary to photograph each stain individually.
A camera was set up at the approximate
position of the chosen cluster. Currently, it
is necessary that the photograph be taken
perpendicular to the surface where the
bloodstains have been deposited. In general, it is
3
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Figure 3: Photograph E showing 4 checkered adhesive targets. Two at the bottom are roughly horizontal and
all markers are generally well spread out in the image.

best to use a tripod although for the workshop,
the camera operator handheld the camera close
to perpendicular. In addition, only one set of
photographs was taken and all participants used
the same set of photographs for their analysis.
The alignment process involves marking
known points on a photograph and referencing
them back to the laser scanner data. To do this,
discrete markers were placed on the bloodstain
surface which were visible in both the laser
scanner data and the photographs. A minimum
of 3 markers was required by the FZ3D
software to align a photograph to any planar
surface. Most photographs had 3 and in some
cases 4 markers for redundancy.
Two of the checkered markers were placed
roughly horizontal and spread out near the
bottom of the framed image. The remaining
markers were placed above the previous two
forming a near right angle. Photographs were
then taken of each group of stains and were
labeled A through E for a total of five images.

Laser Scanner

The laser scanner is an instrument utilized in
many industries, such as surveying, to take
measurements of an object or environment.
It has been used in forensic investigations in
areas such as clandestine grave documentation,
collision reconstruction, bullet trajectory
documentation, bloodstain pattern analysis,
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and suspect height analysis, to name a few. The
laser scanner has been studied for accuracy and
repeatability in peer reviewed publications and
provides an accurate geometric representation
of a scene [9, 10]. The laser scanner has been
accepted in courts around the world including
Australia, Canada, Germany, the Netherlands,
New Zealand, and the United States. When
utilized for bloodstain pattern analysis, it
provides a rapid and accurate representation of
the surface on which the blood was deposited
in the context of the crime scene which can be
very useful for investigators, judges, and juries.
The laser scanner is not intended to document
bloodstains directly, but more so to assist in
the placement of the photographs taken of the
bloodstains. This is possible since each captured
laser scan point represents a discrete x, y, and
z coordinate. Thus, it is not a requirement
that each bloodstain photo contain a scale or
ruler since the photograph can “borrow” the
coordinates from the laser scan data.
In this study, the center of the small adhesive
checkered targets was used as a common
reference. When selected, the x, y, and z
coordinates of the target markers in the laser
scan data are assigned to the corresponding
pixels on the photograph. Once referenced,
the FZ3D software scales and orients the
photograph in the correct location relative to
the scan data. The photographs appear scaled
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and in the correct orientation in the 3D view
(Figure 4).
The laser scanner settings were chosen such
that the spacing between the points (i.e. the
resolution) was less than 1 mm on the surface of
the panel. In general, the higher the resolution,
the better the alignment process will be since
the checkered targets appear clearer and it is
easier for the analyst to select the center of the
checkered target. In this study, a FARO S350
laser scanner was utilized to scan the surface of
the bloodstain impact. The resolution was set
to ¼ of the maximum capacity of the scanner
which results in a point spacing of 6.13 mm at
10 m. The scanner was placed at approximately 1
m from the surface of each panel which resulted
in a point spacing of roughly 0.6 mm. This was
an acceptable point spacing for the analysis as
the precision of placement for the photograph is
below 1 mm. [2, 6]

the results to be reported in the same coordinate
system.

Import and Alignment of
Photographs

With the scan data imported, the Power Tools
icon was used to initiate the bloodstain tools.
The first step was to import a photograph and
to mark and reference 3 reference points as
previously described (i.e. center of the small
adhesive checkered targets). The points were first
selected on the photograph and then on the laser
scan data in the same order. Once complete, the
image was automatically aligned over top of the
scan data. It should be noted that as part of the
image placement process, it is assumed that the
camera taking the photographs has minimal or
no lens distortion. Using a camera with a highly
distorted lens would cause a poorer image

Figure 4: Screen capture showing the aligned photographs in FZ3D which are now scaled and oriented
properly on the surface of the laser scan data of the wall sections.

Once the laser scanner data was obtained,
it was imported into the Scene software for
processing. Since only one scan was required,
it was processed to add colour converted to
an optimized format. The scan data was also
cropped so that only the area of interest (i.e. the
panels and impact rig) was kept. Once this was
completed, the data was exported from the Scene
software in the e57 file format and subsequently
imported into FZ3D. All participants used the
same set of unaltered data, which allowed for
J Assoc Crime Scene Reconstr. 2018:22

alignment. It is recommended to use macro
lenses on the order of 40 to 60 mm focal length
which have minimal distortion. As an option,
it is possible to use photogrammetry software
such as PhotoModeler (EOS Systems Inc.) to
perform a camera calibration which can remove
distortion from a photograph. This would be
done prior to the image matching process. Due
to practical time constraints and for the sake of
simplicity, this was not done for this workshop
exercise.
5
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Figure 5: This screen capture illustrates how a bloodstain is marked on an image. The bloodstain is given a
unique identifier and can be manually adjusted using the small “grips”.

Marking Bloodstains

There are manual and semi-automatic tools
in FZ3D that allow for marking and aligning
bloodstains. The manual marking tools allow
the user to create and manipulate an ellipse,
which can be fit to any bloodstain. The Edge
Detection tool is useful when the bloodstains
have a sharp contrast to the background which
allows for a one-click placement of the ellipse.
The automatic Edge Detection should always
be inspected by the analyst since the software
may calculate an imperfect stain or may show
the direction of the ellipse incorrectly. In each
of these cases, it is possible for the user to easily
manually manipulate the ellipse into place
(Figure 5). It is recommended to mark as many
stains as is useful although this is left up to the
individual examiner to determine. Bloodstain
marking is often dependent on the quality of the
bloodstains which have formed on the surface.
However, in some cases, a limited number of
bloodstains may be captured. Where possible,
the longer and more elliptical stains are marked
and bloodstains which are spread throughout
the photographs should be selected. It is not
recommended to limit the analysis to a small
group of stains which are in a relatively small
space when compared to the overall impact
pattern. However, small clusters of stains are
www.acsr.org
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acceptable when using multiple photographs
spread out over a sizeable percentage of the entire
pattern. As the marking process is commenced,
FZ3D provides a real-time calculation of
the area of origin in the viewport. As more
bloodstains are created, the area of origin is
updated. Once all bloodstains are marked, the
user may look at the calculated area of origin
where the position and standard deviation are
provided for the overall and individual x, y, and
z axes.

Results

A total of 14 participants successfully completed
the analysis and the results were compared to one
another. The average error to the known impact
location was provided by each participant and
tabulated in Table 1.
The errors were calculated by averaging
each of the x, y, and z components from all
participants and subtracting from the known
coordinate which was x = 0.023 m, y = -0.748
m, z = -0.726 m (i.e. center coordinates of the
checkered target on the impact rig as reported
by the laser scanner). The total average error was
found to be 0.057 m, which was calculated as a
straight-line measurement between the known
coordinate on the impact rig and the average
calculated result from all participants.
J Assoc Crime Scene Reconstr. 2018:22

The standard deviation between participants
was calculated to be 2.5 cm, 2.1 cm, and 3.1 cm
for the x, y, and z axes, respectively. This shows
a relatively small difference between examiners
in this case.

The maximum absolute errors for each axis
were found to be 5.1 cm, 7.4 cm, and 10.9 cm
for the x, y, and z axes, respectively (Table 2).

Table 1: Calculated origin position by participant
Participant

x (m)

y (m)

z (m)

1

0.000

-0.786

-0.654

2

0.054

-0.759

-0.705

3

-0.001

-0.794

-0.632

4

0.040

-0.766

-0.674

5

0.071

-0.813

-0.675

6

0.054

-0.792

-0.705

7

0.033

-0.750

-0.689

8

0.050

-0.771

-0.704

9

0.007

-0.798

-0.617

10

0.005

-0.788

-0.673

11

0.025

-0.767

-0.681

12

0.045

-0.769

-0.707

13

0.074

-0.821

-0.730

14

0.021

-0.760

-0.682

Average

0.034

-0.781

-0.681

SD

0.025

0.021

0.031

Table 2: Absolute errors to known point of impact
Participant

x (m)

y (m)

z (m)

1

0.023

0.039

0.072

2

0.031

0.011

0.021

3

0.024

0.046

0.094

4

0.017

0.018

0.052

5

0.048

0.065

0.051

6

0.031

0.044

0.021

7

0.010

0.003

0.037

8

0.027

0.023

0.022

9

0.016

0.050

0.109

10

0.017

0.041

0.053

11

0.002

0.019

0.045

12

0.022

0.022

0.019

13

0.051

0.074

0.004

14

0.002

0.013

0.044

Average Absolute Error

0.023

0.033

0.046

Min Absolute Error

0.002

0.003

0.004

Max Absolute Error

0.051

0.074

0.109
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Figure 5: This screen capture illustrates the calculated result in FZ3D. The small sphere represents the refined
area where all the trajectory lines converge. The center of the crosshairs inside the sphere represents the location
of the calculated impact while the extents of the crosshair is the standard deviation.

Discussion

The preliminary validation of the bloodstain
tool in FZ3D provided results (Figure 5) that
were comparable to previous studies using
HemoSpat and FARO Scene software. The
results fell well within the 20 cm limit used in
previous studies. It should be noted that some
of the variables in this case were not controlled.
Items such as the experience level of each
participant and which bloodstains were marked
and used for the analysis were not considered.
Other variables such as the number of stains
used in the analysis and variation of image
placement were not tested. In addition, a blood
substitute was utilized and was not directly
compared to human blood. As well, no attempt
was made to do any repeatability tests nor was
the position of the impact rig varied to see
what effect distance might have on accuracy.
Participants did not have a chance to go back
and refine their analysis.
The initial results of this study showed that
the bloodstain area of origin tools in FZ3D are
robust with minimal inter-observer errors. The
maximum error for any one participant in any
axis was approximately 11 cm. This appears to
be a promising option for bloodstain pattern
analysts and when coupled with the ability to
visualize the analysis in the context of a crime
scene, this makes for a powerful tool when used
in a forensic investigation. Additional testing

www.acsr.org
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and comparisons using human or animal
blood along with repeated and blind tests are
recommended for future studies.
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